LAST QUARTER of the seventeenth century has been called England's "Silver Age," in reference to her indulgence in that precious metal. The luxury of English decorative arts in the i68os could hardly be more aptly epitomized than in the silvergilt toilet set recently acquired by the Museum. During the troubled years immediately preceding the reign of Charles II, relatively little new silver had been produced, and a distressing amount of old silver had been melted down for currency. But at this period royalty and nobility, having built up a renewed sense of security following the restoration of the monarchy, turned to silver as their favorite medium for articles both decorative and useful. John Evelyn, writing in I673, gave a vivid picture of the opulence of the day in noting that the Duchess of Portsmouth's dressing room contained "great vases of wrought plate, tables, stands, chimney furniture, sconces, branches, brasseras [braziers], etc., all of massy silver and out of number."
out date marks. Besides WF, four other silversmiths contributed to our set as it was added to from time to time. These are IH, who was responsible for the snuffer tray of 1683/84; WB, who did the undated snuffers; a maker using D in a shield, found with the date letter for I687/88 on the pincushion and a pair of scent bottles; and finally TI, probably Thomas Issod, who is known to have been at White Horse, Fleet Bridge, in I690 . His mark appears on the pair of pomade pots. These five maker's marks are here reproduced, four times enlarged, in the margins.
Our set memorializes the Silver Age in a very special way, by belonging to that small category of seventeenth century plate tooled with chinoiseries -fanciful vignettes conceived to be Oriental by Occidental artists drawing more upon their imagination than upon enchorial source material. These chinoiseries are executed in a technique that superficially resembles engraving but is actually flat-chasing, a method in which delicate lines are achieved by the pressure of tools that do not dig away the metal, as happens in engraving. Both this technique and the chinoiseries themselves stand in contrast to the embossed ornament so abundant in that period: Evelyn's plate "gilt and emboss'd" was of a type often overburdened with close-packed floral scrolls or grotesques, derived in large part from Dutch models or pattern books. Chinoiserie decoration on silver seems to have been confined to England between the I67os and i69os. Although it is found, in rare instances, on earlier silver, as on a tankard of I650 or a sconce of 1665, this is undoubtedly a result of an owner's desire to bring his oldfashioned object up to date; the history of silver is replete with such anachronisms. In England, the Great Fire of London doubtless played a considerable role in accommodating a desire for change, since, after September I666, four-fifths of the city had to be rebuilt. This conflagration increased the demand for colorful and exotic imports, such as inlaid and lacquered furniture and elaborately patterned fabrics. As elsewhere, when there wasn't enough Oriental material to suffice, domestic imitations rounded out the supply: furniture in the current English style was inset with lacquer plaques or wholly japanned in the Oriental manner, and crewel embroidery was laboriously worked by fashionable ladies in quasi-East-Indian designs. Silver chased with chinoiseries was a timely English supplement to the fashion for things Oriental. Sometimes we find a repetition of the same motif on objects produced by different makers in the same year. There is, for instance, the closest possible correspondence between the warrior on our 1686/87 monteith (Figure 21) by the maker IS, and his double on the cover of a tankard of the same date (Figure 22) , by a maker whose mark is a goose in a dotted circle. The same figure, in reversed pose, recurs on a porringer, also of 1686/87, by the latter silversmith.
These figures, whatever their source, are the most fascinating aspect of chinoiserie decoration. Whereas crewel embroideries tend to avoid human figures, and japanwork subordinates them in landscapes, the silver makes a feature of them. How is this emphasis to be explained? One answer might be that both other techniques have contemporaneous Oriental prototypes, while the silver apparently It is bounded on either side with pleasant bowers, various trees, and numbers of strange birds flying in the air; on the top of the platform is a fountain, throwing up water which falls into a large basin." Might this not have served equally well as a prescription for a design on a silver jewel casket? The imagery of Restoration silver is reflected so vividly in these stage directions that one cannot help imagining that the staging of earlier theatrical productions played a part in its inspiration. A final question concerns the artists who actually executed chinoiseries on silver. Were they the silversmiths themselves or other specialists? Since the chasing of the designs shows no marked diversity in style, it would seem that very few craftsmen were involved. This similarity might well indicate, in fact, that the chasing was done in a single shop, which could have served as the center for the dissemination of the chinoiseries. One remaining clue, so minor as to seem inconsequential, suggests such an answer, at least as far as chinoiseries on silver dating from i678 to I688 are concerned. On silver of that decade, most of the panels are enclosed by narrow, matte borders. In example after example, the inner edges of these bands are accented with sawtooth projections alternating with crescents, twin humps, or bracketlike cusps. The outer edges, though sometimes plain, more often repeat the toothlike ornaments in alternation with others, including trefoils, curving spurs, or assymmetrical scrolls. A few pieces vary the formula -for example, the upper edge of the mirror cresting (Figures i and 18 ) uses triple spurs and triple fleurs-de-lis, along with other devices.
It may be supposed that these motifs are markers dividing the borders into mathematical parts-approximate halves, quarters, eighths, and so on -to govern the proper spacing of the pictorial decoration. Almost always the major elements of the compositions stand directly above these spacers, or are centered between pairs of them. Occasionally the markers are worked into the composition itself by means of stems or sprays of leaves that are grafted onto them. Less frequently, those along the upper border intrude into the picture area, sometimes conflicting with details of the architecture. From this it would seem that these rhythmic ornaments were worked into the silver before the pictorial decoration was added.
In one combination or another, these little 
